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Valentines day gifts

2024 NATIONAL INTEGRATED SPECIAL REPORT – 
DIGITAL AND NEWSPAPER 

Valentine's Day, a celebration of love, is an opportune moment for 
thoughtful and lasting gifts. This special feature will highlight how a 
well-chosen piece, be it a necklace, earrings, watch or bracelet, 
adds glamour and sentimentality to the occasion. Whether opting 
for personalized styles or elegant designs, the key is to select a 
quality gift that aligns with the recipient's taste, creating a lasting 
and meaningful reminder of love on the most romantic day of the 
year.

Proposed topic highlights:
PERSONALIZATION - Popular personalized jewelry—custom 
names, birthstones, and inspirational elements.
SELF LOVE - Celebrating the trend of self-love on Valentine's Day 
and thoughtful treats for self-appreciation.
TIMELESS SYMBOLISM - Jewelry as a lasting symbol of 
commitment and love—rings, personalized charms.
MODERN ELEGANCE - Embrace stylish trends—mixed metals, 
geometric shapes, and dainty designs.

INTEGRATED CONTENT FEATURES: Turnkey solutions in which 
participating advertisers can be mentioned or quoted in at least one story. 

Source: Vividata SCC Fall 2022, National, Adults 18+

GET INVOLVED TODAY. CONTACT: 
RICHARD DEACON, Project Manager  T: 1.604.631.6636  E: rdeacon@globeandmail.com
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Creativity, connecting, community building
After 90 years of advancing arts, culture and thought leadership, what’s next for Banff Centre for Arts and Creativity?

arlier this year, Chris Lorway
was on his way from Cali-

fornia to Alberta when he stopped
for dinner in Arcata, California. “As
I sat down to eat,” he recalls, “I
noticed a theatre across the street
announcing the Banff Mountain
Film Festival World Tour for the
same night.”
He made his way to the theatre

and met the organizers, introduc-
ing himself as Banff Centre’s new
president and CEO on the way to
start his position. “A few minutes
later, I was on stage introducing the
evening,” he says, adding that he
saw this serendipitous encounter
as a sign affirming his imminent
engagement but also demonstrat-
ing the impressive reach of the
organization.
“From its early days as a drama

school – and through its various
evolutions under different leaders
– Banff Centre has played a key
role across the entire spectrum of
arts and thought leadership, so
the idea of working to further this
legacy is very exciting,” says Lor-
way. “If you talk to major Canadian
artists, everyone has a connection
to the centre, and all speak about
how important it is to have a place
where you can go to think and
dream and create art.”
Conceived by Albertan trailblaz-

ers at the height of the Great
Depression, Banff Centre has
remained true to its original mis-
sion of cultivating and celebrating
the creative spirit. At its core, it is
an educational organization, where
artists and leaders hone their craft
in collaborative cohorts and are
provided space for focused retreat.
Aiding this process are the stun-
ning surroundings of the Canadian
Rocky Mountain Parks UNESCO
World Heritage Site.
“Coming here provides people

with an incredible opportunity,”
he says. “They love the idea of
having this space where the focus
is on their work and on collabora-
tion – and where the environment
is so inspiring. Being able to easily
access nature and walk by the river,
for example, adds to an experience
that satisfies the body and soul
alongside the artistic mind.”

POWER OF PLACE – AND
CONNECTION
Long before Banff Centre was con-
ceived, its home on Sacred Guard-
ian Buffalo Mountain was a gather-
ing place for people to connect and
explore the depths of their visions
and creativity. The shoulder of the
mountain was a fitting location for
what has become one of the most
respected centres in the world
for arts, culture, creativity and for
bringing people together.
“You would have visual artists,

writers, dancers, opera singers
and others all doing their work
independently during the day and
coming together at night,” he says.
“This can inspire anything from
long-lasting friendships to collabo-
rations across disciplines.”
Banff Centre offers artists two

propositions: the opportunity for
splendid isolation, where artists
and leaders can get away from
it all. The second is community,
where creators can draw on a net-

work of support and get feedback
from one another, from faculty and
the audience, including experts to
help with professional development,
mentorship and career building.
“It’s about providing development

opportunities so that Canadian artists
and leaders can thrive and be recog-
nized on an international stage, but
it’s also about bringing international
artists and leaders together,” says
Lorway. “We have much to gain
from sharing our personal and lived
experiences and our ideas – not only
within the arts but also in the wider
community. The hope is that we can
collectively reach a higher point of
education and understanding.”

COMING TOGETHER TO CHANGE
THE WORLD
As Banff Centre celebrates its 90th
anniversary, Lorway looks forward to
guiding the organization through the
next decade, towards its centennial
celebration.
One priority is to step up Banff

Centre’s outreach to engage its exist-
ing community as well as partners
and stakeholders across sectors and
regions to leverage creativity and in-
novation for the common good, he
says. “It’s about collaborating across
disciplines to lay the groundwork for
the future.”
Artists have always had a role in

helping communities tackle prob-
lems and seize opportunities, and
Lorway suggests working together
can help us not only address “the
challenges we have today but also
face the uncertainties of tomorrow.”
Banff Centre’s programming

continues to respond to the big
movements and challenges of our
time, including climate change
and social justice. The idea is to
perpetuate a resilient and sustainable
ecosystem – and thus bolster artists’
and leaders’ contributions in support
of critical societal changes.
“When we welcome all these

people who bring their unique
perspectives and skillsets, this allows
us to learn and work together for
the benefit of humanity,” Lorway
says. “That’s how the real magic
happens.”
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We have much to
gain from sharing our
personal and lived
experiences and our
ideas – not only within
the arts but also in the
wider community. The
hope is that we can
collectively reach a

higher point of education
and understanding.

Chris Lorway
President and CEO

Banff Centre for Arts and
Creativity
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ABOUT BANFF
CENTRE FOR ARTS
AND CREATIVITY

Established in 1933,
Banff Centre for
Arts and Creativity
is an educational
organization built
upon an extraordinary
legacy of excellence
in artistic and creative
development. What
started as a single
course in drama has
since grown into a
world-renowned arts
organization recognized
not only for arts and
creativity but for the
culture, community and
connection it fosters
every day.

With the purpose of
advancing creative
potential, Banff
Centre provides
space for innovation
and collaboration,
supporting artists and
leaders whose works
enrich our world.
With over a dozen
unique disciplines, the
programming offered
at Banff Centre is
curated to defy the
conventional and
explore the depths of
creativity.

Part of being a catalyst
for creativity and
thought leadership is
gathering communities
to share and inspire
each other. Programs
and events at Banff
Centre foster a deep
sense of connection,
not only among the
artists, learners and
leaders who come here
for programs but also
connecting visitors,
guests, donors and
audiences.

Radiating from its
home on the shoulder
of Sacred Guardian
Buffalo Mountain,
Banff Centre offers
opportunities to
courageously explore
wild ideas and new
perspectives, elevated
above the ordinary.
Transformation happens
at Banff Centre,
whether through a
program, a retreat, a
show, a conference or
a festival; Banff Centre
is where people go to
open their minds and
hearts to the limitless
potential of human
creativity.

Left: Backbone, Red Sky Performance, 2015. Conceived and directed by Sandra
Laronde, co-produced and original commission by Banff Centre for Arts and

Creativity. Right: Composer Mary Kouyoumdjian, librettist Royce Vavrek, director
Alan Pierson and singer Miriam Khalil workshopping the new work Adoration at

Banff Centre, July 2023. RITA TAYLOR

The Evamy Studio, part of Banff Centre’s Leighton Artist Studios. CHRIS AMAT

Q&A WITH MARK WOLD, DEAN
OF ARTS AND LEADERSHIP, BANFF
CENTRE FOR ARTS AND CREATIVITY

What do you see as the key legacy
of Banff Centre?
If you take a list of renowned artists
in Canada, there are few names that
don’t have a connection to Banff
Centre. Many of them started out as
participants and then returned as fac-
ulty. Just as the centre left a mark on
the lives of these artists and leaders,
they, in turn, have helped to shape
the trajectory of the organization.
We’re standing on the shoulders of
giants, and we have an obligation to
continue to evolve.

What makes Banff Centre such
a special place for inspiring
creativity?
Our “secret sauce” has a number
of ingredients. One, we offer time
and space to reflect and experiment.
Two, there is a community where
participants can interact with their
peers, faculty and an audience to get
feedback. And three, we have a stun-
ning natural setting that has been
described as “an endless source of
inspiration.” And beyond providing
artists with a way to deepen their
practice and with opportunities
for collaboration, we also bring in
industry experts who can help them
explore how they can succeed as
entrepreneurs, how they can make a
living through their creative pursuits.

In your over 20 years with Banff
Centre, what are some of the
highlights?
There are so many special experi-
ences. On the one hand, we have
had audiences rise to their feet to
acknowledge a powerful and mov-
ing performance with thundering
applause. On the other end of the
spectrum, I witnessed some very
personal and intimate moments
when artists shared an exquisite
piece of work that was created by
going deep and being vulnerable.
There is that feeling of safety and
trust that allows artists to turn per-
sonal experiences, including deep
trauma, into transformative art. One
example is the work of choreog-
rapher Crystal Pite and playwright
Jonathon Young, who received
international acclaim with Betroffen-
heit, a very personal paean to pain
and addiction recovery.

Can such experiences help to effect
change in society?
Absolutely, and also in more
circumspect ways. Just look at Takao
Tanabe, who suffered the hu-
miliation visited upon the Japanese
Canadians who had been interred
during World War II. Throughout his
successful international career and
long affiliation with Banff Centre,
he returned to his experience of
landscape – and his relationship to it.
His works are often seen as reflecting
inner experience rather than a literal
depiction, and as meditations on

identity during our era of migration.
They’ve had a profound impact on
Canadian contemporary art. We can
also think of Anishinaabe interdis-
ciplinary artist Rebecca Belmore,
whose iconic work Speaking to Their
Mother: Ayum-ee-aawach Oomama-
mowan was her response to the Oka
crisis. Asking people to address the
land directly was her attempt to hear
political protest as poetic action. Or
consider Ottawa and Montreal-based
choreographer Crazy Smooth, one
of Canada’s top street dancers and
our recent 2020 Clifford E. Lee Cho-
reography Award winner. His work,
In my Body, highlights the effects of
aging on street dancers and how this
unavoidable force affects their entire
being: body, mind and soul.
When we look at our history, there

are countless examples of artists
taking a leadership role in drawing at-
tention to the burning issues of their
time, from social justice to climate
change. An example of how seri-
ously we take our role of leveraging
art and creativity for societal transfor-
mation is our Indigenous Leadership
Program, which celebrated its 50-
year anniversary this past year.

How has the Indigenous Leadership
Program evolved?
The Indigenous Leadership Program
started with a pilot program and
then evolved to where we now have
a full suite of programs across a
variety of topics offered year-round.
We see the program as returning
to our DNA – and as a means of
strengthening our relationship with
Indigenous Peoples and with the
land. In his remarks in December
2022 when we celebrated 50 years
of Indigenous leadership program-
ming, Dr. LeRoy Little Bear reflected
on the synergy between Banff
Centre’s commitment to the arts
– and an artist’s way of seeing the
world and problem-solving – with
Indigenous ways of knowing. We
are very honoured that Indigenous
leaders consider the centre a safe
home for this program, and it’s been
a tremendous relationship – and
a reminder that this has been an
important traditional gathering spot
for all Indigenous Peoples in Treaty 7
and beyond.

What are some of the key
programming trends for going
forward?
Some of the peak moments of our
artistic output and creativity coincid-
ed with a peak time for an exchange
of ideas, and we are now in another
creative environment where we
need to work together to confront
challenges and realize opportuni-
ties. From our position as leader in
digital media beginning in the late
‘80s, we are now thinking about the
implications of artificial intelligence
(AI) – and what it means for creative
work, for how art is consumed and
for how people can participate in art.
We believe that in addition to the
engineers and researchers building
AI, the creative sector plays a key
role in animating it and exploring
its potential. We’re going to look at
the reality of how it’s changing our
society and our culture and create
a forum to look at how to create a
positive impact.

FROM THUNDERING APPLAUSE TO
QUIET TRANSFORMATIVE MOMENTS

Revered as a creative retreat, a catalyst of artistic experimentation and
a cornerstone of collaboration, Banff Centre for Arts and Creativity is
looking ahead to its centennial as it celebrates the global impact of
its programming and the 100,000 artists and leaders who have been
inspired since its founding nine decades ago.
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